Reward Lab

Reward Labs
Our Reward Transformation team can facilitate and support with a range of Labs. The Labs are designed to specifically support
organisations and their leaders understand and resolve their business and reward challenges. Each Lab session is tailored and is unique
to the participant/s, using our tried and tested methodology and our experience and thought leadership from our extensive experience of
enhancing Reward across all types of organisations.
This document aims to provide you with guidance in relation to our Reward Lab; an experience which you will find challenging, rewarding
and tailored to your specific needs.

Reward
Strategy Lab

Assess the current state, visualise the ideal future state and make an action plan to close the gaps
and align Reward to the wider business objectives.

Client
Experience Lab

Analyse how you build, manage and enhance relationships with your key stakeholders, discuss what is
working and what is not and brainstorm truly breakthrough ideas, utilising our Business Chemistry and
Moments that Matter methodology.

Innovation Lab

An opportunity to take time out of business as usual to review and benchmark your programme to
identify innovative opportunities to drive automation and efficiencies within your Reward agenda. You
will be supported through this process by Deloitte and their strategic partners to apply concepts such
as artificial intelligence (AI) and crowd sourcing to Reward.

New to Role
Transition Lab

Designed for Reward leaders who are either new to their role, or looking to refresh their priorities
and plan objectives. The Lab aims to provide insights to the individual, explore their concerns and
opportunities, and create a roadmap of actions for the next 180 days.

@DeloitteUK
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Overview
What is it?
Our Reward Lab is an opportunity to take time out of business as usual and take a step
back to review and benchmark your programme to identify optimisation opportunities.
The session, tailored to your specific requirements, will be facilitated by an independent
Reward specialist from our Reward Transformation team.
Who is it for?
The lab is designed for all companies within any industry. It is also applicable for all sizes
of reward programmes, whether this means you have 50 employees or 50,000.
Some reasons why companies may hold a session with us include:
•• New CEO or leadership changes – helping senior teams understand and work through
their reward agenda;

Why is it valuable to you?
Over the last few years our team have
facilitated a number of sessions which have
enabled organisations similar to yourself,
manage day to day operations more
effectively and plan strategic activities that
will deliver long term benefit. Our high
energy environment facilitates discussion
and decision making. At the end of the
lab you will get a roadmap to achieve the
desired state that will be mapped out
during the day.

•• Changes to the business strategy – helping clients work through the implications for their
reward strategy; and
•• M&A/transactions – working with clients to develop a new reward strategy.

Freedom
to step back from
business as usual and
the time and space to optimise
your programme.

Strategic planning and
operational excellence:
Delivers true value to the
business but needs to be planned
over long‑term.

Our high energy
environment facilitates
discussion and decision
making.

Lab
focus

Business as usual: Delivers short‑term
benefit but can distract from value add
activities.
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Our approach
Our lab formulae
Our tried and tested lab formulae provides a dynamic and fluid environment to shape your reward programme’s future:

Data and Direction
In preparation for the
workshop we will review your
programme data and engage
with you to understand your
programme objectives.

Insights and Innovation
We will apply our market
leading thought and innovative
methodologies that are
supplemented through
partnerships with organisations
such as INSEAD and Our Bersin
by Deloitte research.

Experts and Energy
The diverse perspectives of our
reward experts and your key
decision makers will help you
achieve in a day what may take
months.

Roadmap for Success
You will leave with defined
objectives, a clear strategy and
gameplan for the optimisation
of your reward function.

Reward approach
The session will address questions
fundamental to an organisation’s
reward approach. Applied in its entirety,
our framework is designed to take
an organisation from the strategic to
operational. The focus area of the lab will
be determined with you according to your
priorities.

You will leave with defined
objectives, a clear strategy
and gameplan.
@DeloitteUK
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What to expect from the day
½ – 1 DAY

1‑2 weeks

1 week

On the day

Lab inputs

Lab output

Analyse and discuss improvement
opportunities/requirements

Develop a clear roadmap for reward
optimisation

•• Current state programme data
•• Reward programme analytics
•• Workforce analytics
•• Existing policy and process
documentation
•• Stakeholder survey (online or
interviews)
•• Business, talent or reward
objectives/strategy
•• Prioritised programme business
drivers

•• Market trends and insights as
applied to the organisation
•• Facilitated discussion, maturity
analysis and improvement/
requirements per reward area:

•• Defined optimisation priorities for
your reward programme
•• Reward roadmap and prioritisation
•• Defined roles/responsibilities and
timelines
•• Short, medium, long term actions
•• Reward drivers/guiding principles
•• Defined Reward strategy or value
statement
•• Agreed critical workforce groups or
segmentation criteria

Reward Strategy

Operational Focus

Business Partnering
Workforce Planning
Data Analytics
Governance
Technology and Reporting
Service Delivery
Vendors
Policy
Process

Strategic/Business Partnering Focus

Visualisation and understanding of
programme data

•• Challenge, debate and make
decisions to shape the future of your
reward programme

Typical sessions last between ½ and 1 day
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Example case study
Company overview

Lab inputs

•• Financial services company.
Company aiming to review
their reward strategy.

•• Conducted stakeholder
•• Dynamic discussion on
interviews (HR/business and
business strategy and impact
executive employees) to obtain
on global talent including
a view on the current state of
business and employee
Reward and the vision for the
experience expectations.
future.
•• Determined the employee
segmentation that best fit
the company's particular
drivers (based on stakeholder
interviews).

“In a day I feel we
achieved what
usually takes
months.”

@DeloitteUK

“We’ve established
a reward strategy
that has a real
ability to enhance
the innovation and
performance of
our people.”

On the day

“I feel we really
pushed the
boundaries of
what we wanted to
achieve and have
a plan to tackle
longstanding
issues.”

Lab Output
•• Defined the Reward strategy
and value statement and
agreed on several key
workstreams with an agreed
implementation roadmap.

“The roadmap
we developed in
the lab has been
invaluable as we
moved forward.”
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Our Executive Compensation (EC) practice
Our lab will be facilitated by a member of
our EC practice. The EC practice is a market
leading team, comprising over 70 professional
staff. These include remuneration, share plan,
tax and accounting specialists, actuaries and
lawyers. We believe these diverse backgrounds
bring an integrated approach that delivers
superior advisory capacity. We work with
companies both across the FTSE All Share,
as well as private firms, providing advice on
issues relating to remuneration. These issues
include remuneration implementation, investor
relations, corporate governance accounting,
and legal and tax matters.
Examples of recent projects include:
•• Executive remuneration strategy
•• Communication advice
•• Benchmarking
•• Policy review and design
•• Stakeholder consultation
•• Corporate governance review
•• Legal advice
•• Remuneration environment analysis
•• IPO remuneration advice
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Key contacts
For further information about the Reward Lab or our Reward practice please contact one of the following:
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Stephen Cahill
020 7303 8801
scahill@deloitte.co.uk

Helen Beck
020 7007 8055
hebeck@deloitte.co.uk

William Cohen
020 7007 2952
wacohen@deloitte.co.uk

Sally Cooper
020 7007 2809
sgcooper@deloitte.co.uk

Nicki Demby
020 7303 0083
ndemby@deloitte.co.uk

Anita Grant
0118 322 2861
anigrant@deloitte.co.uk

Juliet Halfhead
0121 695 5684
jhalfhead@deloitte.co.uk

Nick Hipwell
020 7007 8647
nhipwell@deloitte.co.uk

Robert Miller
020 7007 9631
robemiller@deloitte.co.uk

Mitul Shah
020 7007 2368
mitulshah@deloitte.co.uk

Anne-Sophie Blouin
020 7007 1669
ablouin@deloitte.co.uk

John Cotton
020 7007 2345
jdcotton@deloitte.co.uk

David Cullington
020 7007 0899
dcullington@deloitte.co.uk

Clare Edwards
020 7007 1997
clareedwards@
deloitte.co.uk

James Harris
020 7007 8818
jamesharris@
deloitte.co.uk

Katie Kenny
020 7007 2162
katkenny@deloitte.co.uk

Dennis Patrickson
020 7007 1996
dpatrickson@
deloitte.co.uk

Ali Sidat
020 7007 2818
asidat@deloitte.co.uk

Julie Swann
0121 695 5081
jswann@deloitte.co.uk

Shona Thomson
020 7303 4965
shthomson@deloitte.co.uk
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Notes
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), a UK
private company limited by guarantee, and its network of member firms, each
of which is a legally separate and independent entity. Please see www.deloitte.
co.uk/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of DTTL and its
member firms.
Deloitte LLP is the United Kingdom member firm of DTTL.
This publication has been written in general terms and therefore cannot be relied
on to cover specific situations; application of the principles set out will depend
upon the particular circumstances involved and we recommend that you obtain
professional advice before acting or refraining from acting on any of the contents
of this publication. Deloitte LLP would be pleased to advise readers on how to
apply the principles set out in this publication to their specific circumstances.
Deloitte LLP accepts no duty of care or liability for any loss occasioned to
any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in this
publication.
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